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University of Ljubljana
The University of Lju-

the 1919/20 academic

The liberation in 1945

bljana was founded af-

year, in the premises

gave a new impetus

ter the end of the First

of what until then had

to the University of

World War and the

been the Carniolan

Ljubljana. A number

break-up of the Austro-

Provincial Assembly, a

of new faculties were

Hungarian Empire, on

magnificent building in

founded in the years

23 July 1919, with the

the centre of Ljubljana.

that followed.

adoption of the Uni-

Teaching at the univer-

Today the Univer sity

versity Act of the King-

sity was initially en-

of Ljubljana has 26

dom of Serbs, Croats

trusted to 18

member institu tions

and Slovenians. At the

professors, the majori-

(23 faculties and 3 art

time of its founding the

ty of them from foreign

academies) employ-

university had just five

universities. A total of

ing 4,300 full-time and

faculties: theology, law,

942 students – includ-

part-time university

arts, engineering and

ing just 28 women – en-

teaching staff, and the

medicine (the last of

rolled in the various

number of enrolled stu-

these was incomplete,

courses offered by the

dents is around 50,000.

since it only offered

university. The univer-

two years of prelimi-

sity’s first rector was

nary study). Lectures

the world-renowned

began at the newly

mathematician Josip

founded university in

Plemelj .
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About Faculty of Arts
Seminars of Humani-

almost 8,000. Also, the

ties and Social Sciences

number of academic

separated from the

and teaching staff has

Seminars of Natural

increased to around

Sciences and Math-

399. Together with the

ematics physically in

non-teaching staff and

1949 and then formally

external collaborators

in 1957.

the total number is ap-

Allocated a separate

proximately 700.

building in 1961, the

In the beginning, the

Faculty of Arts is today

Faculty of Arts con-

the largest university

sisted of natural sci-

faculty in Slovenia.

ences and humanities,

Since the establishment which included seven
the number of students

disciplines: Philosophy,

and academic staff has

Pedagogy, History,

grown consistently

Geography, Art His-

and rapidly. In the

tory, Slavonic Studies,

academic year 1919/20

Romance Studies, Ger-

the number of students

manic Studies, Classical

was 245, today the total Philology, and Comnumber of students is

parative Linguistics.
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About Metelkova
Until 1991, the army

a multicultural cen-

a commercial busi-

barracks of the

tre sprung up and

ness center in their

former Yugoslav

joined over 200 indi-

place. Therefore, ap-

army were located

viduals and groups

prox. 150 self-organ-

in Metelkova Street

into a Network for

ised individuals, the

in the city of Lju-

Metelkova. While of-

city’s activists, intel-

bljana, Slovenia.

ficially granting the

lectuals and artists

However, after the

public request, the

occupied the north-

Yugoslav army had

City Council secretly

ern Section of Me-

been obliged to leave

planned to tear down

telkova barracks. A

Slovenia in 1991, the

the barracks and put

week after that, the

City Council of Ljubljana was asked to
let the abandoned
military complex
to the city’s various
independent art and
culture organisations.
An initiative to
convert military

City Council cut Metelkova’s
water and electricity in an
attempt to prevent the artists’ cultural programs and
to force the activists to leave
the squat. The new challenges
only served to bolster the
strength of the community,
however, Metelkova began to
thrive more than ever before
as a centre of cultural, political and artisitic activity.
With a change of governmental authority in Ljubljana in
1994, the squatters and city
officials managed to mend
fences and all court actions
against the illegal occupation
of the former military barracks were dropped.

barracks along Metelkova street into
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The Metelkova

in the Nothern sec-

budget for 1997 was

at Metelkova before.

Development Plan

tion of Metelkova

assigned for recun-

Constantly threat-

was put into action

- namely, Hangar,

struction of Pešci

ened by the lure

with the citizens of

Hlev, Garaže, Zapori.

building, which

of commercial de-

Metelkova design-

Once again people

included electricity

velopment, neo-

ing their own resi-

of Metelkova man-

installations, water

conservative politi-

dential environment

aged to halt this

supply and replace-

cians and internal

on their own artistic,

plan. Later on, the

ment of heavily

problems within

imaginative terms.

Municipality - in

damadged interiors.

the ‘autonomous

In April 1997 dia-

agreement with

The squatters had

zone,’ Metelkova

logue with the

people of Metelkova

to leave and after

has endured simply

Minicipality came to

- proceeded with

reconstruction was

through the creativ-

a halt again over an-

demolishing the

finished, in July

ity, imagination,

nounced demolition

heavily-demaged

1997, the empty

energy and deter-

of some of the most

Šola building. A

places were given to

mination of the

damaged buildings

small part of the city

artists already active

many individuals
who have fought to
maintain the autonomy and diversity of
community, often
through physical,
yet non-violent,
resistance.
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H O W TO CO M E F R O M
FA C U LT Y O F A R T S
TO the U N I V E R S i T Y
                                  
2. At the traffic light’s cross 10 minutes (700m).
the road, then you will see a
parking lot on your left.

LANDMARKS ON THE WAY

• FACULTY OF ARTS
• THE KRIŽANKE
3. At the end of parking lot
turn left on Emonska street and COMPLEX
• NATIONAL AND
walk straight.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF
4. You are on trg Francoske LJUBLJANA - NUK
• THE SLOVENIAN
revolucije, now turn slightly
right and walk on Vegova PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
• UNIVERSITY OF
street.
LJUBLJANA
5. Walk forward for about
Link to the map: https://
300 meters to Kongresni trg.
Turn right and you will see www.google.com/maps/d/
1. From the main entrance the building of University of edit?mid=zFaM0j1mQy_o.
k629pZbYnfAs&usp=sharing
at the Faculty of Arts turn Ljubljana. 		
left toward intersection of
The walk from the Faculty
Aškerčeva and Slovenska
of Arts to the University of
ulica.
Ljubljana will last approximately

Living and Learning in Community
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H O W TO CO M E F R O M
FA C U LT Y O F A R T S TO
the M E T E L K O VA
                                  
turn left onto Miklošičeva
cesta. Its entrance is between
St. Francis church and
Emporium mall.
8. Walk straight for
about 700m until the end of
Miklošičeva cesta. You will
pass 5 crossings doing so.
9. At the end of
Miklošičeva cesta turn
right and walk straight for
another 700m. You have
to cross Resljeva cesta and
1. From the main
entrance at the Faculty of Arts Metelkova ulica doing so. On
your right you will pass bus
turn left toward intersection
stop Kolodvor. The entrance
of Aškerčeva and Slovenska
to Metelkova is next to the
street.
second bus stop you will pass
2. At the traffic light’s
named Friškovec.
cross the road, then you will
a. You can also turn right
see a parking lot on your
onto Metelkova ulica and
left.
enter Metelkova city in the
3. At the end of parking
lot turn left on Emonska street entrance facing community
health center Ljubljana, situand walk straight.
ated before Celica hostel.
4. You are on trg
Francoske revolucije, now
At step 9. you will first pass
turn slightly right and walk on
the Ministry of higher educaVegova street.
5. Walk forward for about tion, science and technology
on your right. Then you will
300 meters to Kongresni trg.
pass Trg osvobodilne fronte
Turn right and you will see
(square of the liberation front)
the building of University
also on your right, which is
of Ljubljana and Slovenian
facing Ljubljana’s main train
Philharmonic Orchestra on
station as well as bus station
you right.
on your left. Just before you
6. Continue straight for
about 300m on Wolfova street pass Metelkova ulica you will
see the ministry of education,
to Prešern’s square.
science and sport on your
7. Cross the square and
Living and Learning in Community

right.
Path from faculty of Arts
to Metelkova city will last
approximately 40 minutes
and you will walk about 2,7
kilometers.
To arrive to Metelkova city
you can also take the buses
No. 2, 9, 12, 25, 27 and exit at
the bus stop named Friškovec.
Should you be arriving from Faculty of Arts you
may enter at the bus stop
named Križanke for buses No.
2 and 27, situated next to the
parking lot described at point
2.
You may also take bus No.
9 at the bus stop named Mirje.
To get to it turn left at the
entrance of the Faculty of Arts
and cross the road. Turn right
at the same crossroad and
cross the road again. Continue
forward for about 100m and
you will reach the bus stop.
Link to the map:
https://www.google.com/maps/d/
e d i t ? m i d = z Fa M 0 j 1 m Q y _ o.
k629pZbYnfAs&usp=sharing
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H O W TO CO M E F R O M
FA C U LT Y O F A R T S
TO the C A S T L E
                                  
There are several ways
to access Ljubljana castle.
Here, you are provided with
two that enable you to see
the most picturesque sites
of Ljubljana and another
that can be accessed either
by car, bus or on foot. Both
of the first mentioned paths
have quite a steep incline
and include gravel pathways,
therefore the third is recommended should you have any
difficulties with them.
ACCESS FROM
ŠTUDENTOVSKA ULICA
1. From the main entrance
at the Faculty of Arts turn left
toward intersection of Aškerčeva
and Slovenska street.
2. At the traffic light’s cross
the road, then you will see a
parking lot on your left.
3. At the end of parking lot
turn left on Emonska street and
walk straight.
4. You are on trg Francoske
revolucije, now turn slightly
right and walk on Vegova
street.
5. Walk forward for about
300 meters to Kongresni trg.
Turn right and you will see
the building of University
of Ljubljana and Slovenian
Philharmonic Orchestra on your
right.
6. Continue straight for

your journey if you wish.
Path from faculty of
Arts to Ljubljana’s castle via
Študentovska ulica will last
approximately 30 minutes
and you will walk about 1,8
kilometers.
ACCESS FROM GORNJI TRG
1. From the main entrance
at the Faculty of Arts turn left
about 300m on Wolfova street to toward intersection of Aškerčeva
Prešeren’s square.
and Slovenska street.
7. Turn right to Tromostovje
2. At the traffic light’s cross
bridge and cross it.
the road, then you will see a
8. Turn left before the
parking lot on your left.
Tourist Information centre (TIC)
3. At the end of parking lot
and continue straight through
turn left on Emonska street and
Plečnikove Arkade.
walk straight.
9. Continue for another
4. You are on trg Francoske
300m until you see the Butcher’s revolucije, now turn slightly
bridge on your left and the
right and walk on Vegova
market place on your right.
street.
10. Turn to the market
place and walk to the statue
of Valentin Vodnik on the
other end. Behind it you will
see a narrow street called
Študentovska ulica.
11. Walk straight until the
end of Študentovska ulica and
you will reach Ljubljana castle
by the end of it. Once you start
from Študentovska ulica all
the paths you will encounter
on your way lead to the top of
Ljubljana castle, so you may alter
Living and Learning in Community
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5. Walk forward for about
300 meters to Kongresni trg.
Turn right and you will see
the building of University
of Ljubljana and Slovenian
Philharmonic on your right.
6. Continue straight for
about 300m on Wolfova street
to Prešeren’s square.
7. Turn right to
Tromostovje bridge and cross
it.
8. Walk straight to the
end of Stritarjeva ulica. Here
you see Robba fountain and
Ljubljana’s Town Hall. Turn
to your right onto Mestni trg
(Town square).
9. Walk for about 180m
until you reach Stari trg (Old
square). At which point you
will see the Shoemaker’s
bridge on your right.
Continue forward onto Stari
trg.
10. Continue for another
210m until you reach Gornji
trg (Upper Square). On your
right is the Academy of Music.
Turn left and walk about
100m until you reach the
intersection between Gornji
trg, Ulica na grad and Rožna
ulica.
11. Turn left to Ulica na
grad. It is situated right before
you reach the church of St.
Jakob. Walk straight for about
100m, then follow the sharp
left turn of the street and walk
until the next intersection.
12. At the intersection walk
straight to the narrow path
ahead called Mačja steza.
Follow it until the end and
you will reach Ljubljana castle
by the end of it.

• UNIVERSITY
OF
LJUBLJANA
• THE
S LO V E N I A N
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
• PREŠEREN SQUARE and
THE MONUMENT OF FRANCE
PREŠEREN
• TROMOSTOVJE
• LJUBLJANA’S TOWN
HALL
• MESTNI, STARI and
GORNJI TRG
• ACADEMY OF MUSIC
• LJUBLJANA’S CASTLE
To make this path shorter,
you may also follow step
1. and 2. and then continue forward for another
400m. After you pass a stone
pyramid on your right (also
known as Zoisova piramida),
cross the bridge and walk past
the bus stop (Gornji trg), turn
left before the church of St.
Jakob and walk 100m to reach
Gornji trg (Upper Square).
Continue from step 10.
onwards, turning right when
you reach Gornji trg (you will
see the Academy of music on
your left).
Path from faculty of Arts
to Ljubljana’s castle via Gornji
trg will last approximately 40
minutes and you will walk
about 2,3 kilometers.
The shorter version will
last approximately 25 minutes
and you will walk about 1,2
kilometers.

ACCESS WITH FUNICULAR
RAILWAY
The lower funicular station
is located in Krek Square opposite the Ljubljana Central Market.
The railway tracks were built just
outside the medieval walls, so as
not to interfere with the layout
of the former medieval city.
Construction of the railway
revealed the ruins of the medieval defensive wall, which were
strengthened and displayed
along the entire length of the
tracks. Similarly, at the lower
station, the remains of a defensive moat can be observed
along the foot of the defensive
walls, on which houses were
subsequently built.
PRICE:
Return: 4€
Single: 2,20€

LANDMARKS ON THE WAY
• FACULTY OF ARTS
• THE KRIŽANKE COMPLEX
• N AT I O N A L
AND
UNIVERSIT Y LIBRARY OF
LJUBLJANA - NUK

Living and Learning in Community
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ACCESS FROM CESTA
SLOVENSKIH KMEČKIH
UPOROV
This path can also be taken
by bus (No. 2, 20 (bus stop
Krekov trg), 11, 11B, N11 (bus
stop Streliška)), car or other
vehicles.
1. From the main entrance
at the Faculty of Arts turn left
toward intersection of Aškerčeva
and Slovenska street.
2. At the traffic light’s cross
the road, then you will see a
parking lot on your left.
3. At the end of parking lot
turn left on Emonska street and
walk straight.
4. You are on trg Francoske
revolucije, now turn slightly
right and walk on Vegova
street.
5. Walk forward for about
300 meters to Kongresni trg.
Turn right and you will see
the building of University
of Ljubljana and Slovenian
Philharmonic Orchestra on your
right.
6. Continue straight for
about 300m on Wolfova street to
Prešern’s square.

11

at the bus stop Streliška. Cross
the road by the block of flats
7. Turn right to Tromostovje you will see on the opposite site.
bridge and cross it.
Walk forward, with the block
8. Turn left before the
of flats on you right and enter
Tourist Information centre (TIC) Streliška ulica. Walk for about
and continue straight through
400m until you reach Cesta slovPlečnikove Arkade.
enskih kmečkih uporov, which
9. Continue for another
will be on your left. Follow it,
400m until you reach the
until you reach Ljubljana castle.
Dragon bridge on your left. After
Using Cesta slovenskih
about 300m you will see the
kmečkih uporov you may access
Meat bridge on your left and the Ljubljana caste by car. There is a
market place on your right.
small parking lot provided at the
10. Turn right and walk to
top of Castle hill.
the Ljubljana Puppet theater
and Šentjakob’s theater which
Path from faculty of Arts to
you will see on your right. Turn Ljubljana castle via Cesta slovleft and cross the road. Go to
enskih kmečkih uporov will
Streliška ulica ahead of you.
last approximately 45 minutes
11. Walk forward for about
and you will walk about 3,0
400m and turn right at the
kilometers.
second crossroad onto Cesta
slovenskih kmečkih uporov.
LANDMARKS ON THE WAY
12. Follow the street until
you reach Ljubljana Castle.
• FACULTY OF ARTS
• THE KRIŽANKE COMPLEX
If you are travelling by bus
• NATIONAL AND
No. 2 or 20, the bus stop Krekov UNIVERSITY LIBRARY OF
trg is situated right next to (or
LJUBLJANA - NUK
across the road from) Ljubljana’s
• UNIVERSITY OF
Puppet theater. Please follow
LJUBLJANA
the instructions from point 10.
• THE SLOVENIAN
onwards.
PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
If you are travelling by bus
• PREŠEREN SQUARE and
No. 11, 11B, 11N you should exit THE MONUMENT OF FRANCE
PREŠEREN
• TROMOSTOVJE
• TRŽNICA and
PLEČNIKOVE ARKADE
• BUTCHER’S BRIDGE
• DRAGON’S BRIDGE
• LJUBLJANA PUPPET
THEATER and ŠENTJAKOBSKO
GLEDALIŠČE
• LJUBLJANA CASTLE

Living and Learning in Community
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F R O M FA C U LT Y O F A R T S
TO the M A I N R A I LWAY
and bus station
                                  

DIRECTIONS FROM
LJUBLJANA’S MAIN TRAIN
STATION/BUS STOP TO
FACULTY OF ARTS (By bus)
You have several options
to take to get to the Faculty
of Arts. Go to the bus stop
Kolodvor situated next to the
main bus stop (you will have
to cross the road just once,
should you be arriving by
train). You can take buses No.
2, 27 or 9.

If you took bus. No. 9 your
stop is Mirje. To get to the
Faculty of Arts turn left at the
bus stop and cross the road at
the intersection of Aškerčeva
and Slovenska Ulica. You have
arrivedat the Faculty of Arts.

If you took bus No. 2 or 27
your stop is Križanke. To get to
faculty of Arts turn left at the
bus stop and cross the road at
the intersection of Aškerčeva
and Slovenska ulica. Turn right
and cross the road again. You
have arrived at the Faculty of
Arts.

Living and Learning in Community
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I M P O R TA N T
NUMBERS
EMERGENCY

                                   
• 113 - Police
• 080 1200 - Police (anonymous crime reporting)
• 112 - Emergency
Reporting Centre (fire and
rescue station)
• 1188 - Information
about telephone subscribers in
Slovenia
• 1180 - Information about
telephone subscribers in other
countries
• 1987 - Traffic information and roadside assistance (provided by the AMZS,
the Automobile Association of
Slovenia)
• 195 - Precise time
information
• 198 10 - Wake up service
• 115 - Operator-assisted
domestic and international calls
• 080 1410 - Telegram
service
MEDICAL HELP
For information about
medical help in Slovenia and
various types of health insurance, please visit the website of
the Health Insurance Institute of
Slovenia.
• Pharmacies
In case of minor health problems such as colds, headaches,

temperature above normal, and
insect bites, medicines can be
obtained from pharmacies also
without a prescription.
The Lekarna pri Polikliniki
duty pharmacy (Njegoševa cesta
6k) is open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. For information,
call +386 (0)1 230 61 00 or email
lekarna.poliklinika@lekarna-lj.si.
• Emergency medical
services
For rescue and emergency
services, call the free phone
number 112.
24-hour emergency GP
services for adults are provided by the Emergency Unit of
the Ljubljana University Medical
Centre (entrance from the
Bohoričeva ulica street).
• Emergency dentist
Day hours: 7:00–19:00
Monday to Saturday (all
Ljubljana Community Health
Centres), 8:00–16:00 Sunday
and public holidays (Central
Ljubljana Community Health
Centre, Metelkova ulica 9).
Late-night hours:
21:00–4:00 daily (Central
Ljubljana Community Health
Centre, Metelkova ulica 9,
+386 (0)1 472 37 18).

Living and Learning in Community
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E V E N T S in
LJUBLJANA
CALENDAR

                                   

http://www.visitljubljana.com/en/events/30178/
detail.html
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public
transport
TRANSPORT

                                   

See Ljubljana with city bus –
How to buy Urbana card?

The Urbana card can be
topped up with cash at all the
above mentioned sales outlets
Urban and suburban bus and the green Urbanomat ticket
services operated by the LPP machines located across the city,
company
mostly next to bus stops. The
Those wishing to travel on ticket machines accept both cash
Ljubljana city buses, operated by and credit and debit cards.
the Ljubljanski potniški promet
Visitors to Ljubljana who pur(LPP) public utility company, chase their Urbana card from a
should purchase the Urbana Tourist Information Centre and
public transport card. The Urbana keep the receipt can return the
card is available from LPP ticket card to the place of purchase
offices, tourist information centres when they no longer need it and
and most of the city’s newspa- claim a €2.00 refund.
per kiosks, news-stands and post
A single journey fare is €1.20.
offices.
It covers an up to 90-minute
journey regardless of the number
The card is priced at €2.00 and of buses needed to be changed to
can store up to €50.00 of credit to reach the destination.
be spent on city bus fares.
Two versions of the Urbana
card are available: the yellow
top-up card and the green

monthly card. The top-up card,
available from all the above mentioned sales outlets, is not issued
in the cardholder’s name so no
identity document is required to
obtain it. A single Urbana card can
be used to pay for several people’s fare. Such payments must be
made to the driver, who selects
the required number of fares on
a special terminal.
GETTING AROUND LJUBLJANA
BY TAXI
In the centre of Ljubljana
you can easily find a vacant taxi.
Charges range between €0.80
and €1.50 for the starting fee and
from €0.70 to €1.70 per kilometre.
Charges are lower when taxis are
ordered by phone. In any case, it
is advisable to enquire about the

Living and Learning in Community
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(0)31 492 299
E-mail: taxi.laguna@siol.net
http://www.taxi-laguna.com
• Taxi Rondo
Telephone:+386 (0)70 900
900, +386 (0)80 900 900, +386(0)1
200 09 90
http://www.taxi-rondo.si
fare before the ride.
To find a taxi, you can also
use the MyCabFinder website
or mobile application. The
MyCabFinder mobile application
runs on the iOS and Android platforms. To find a taxi, just search for
your location and the application
will display a map showing vacant
taxis nearby.

Taxi services in Ljubljana and
its surrounding areas
• Avto Taxi Tima ekspres
Telephone: +386 (0)41 606
716, +386 (0)40 253 669, +386
(0)41 755 539
E-mail: taxi@amis.net
http://www.taxitimaekspres.
com
• Metro Taxi
Telephone:+386 (0)1 520 91
50, 080 11 90, + 386 (0)41 240
http://www.taximetro.si/

• Rumeni taxi
Telephone:+386 (0)41 731
831, +386 (0)41 731 881
E-mail: info@rumenitaxi.com
http://www.rumenitaxi.com
• Taxi Laguna
Telephone:080 11 17, 080 12
33, +386 (0)1 511 23 14, +386
Living and Learning in Community
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